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ACT EVENTS
August
Saturday 9th.

Morning coffee at Du Jour Café in the Acton Hotel Complex, Contact Graham
on 0409 650 820 . followed by secret viewing of TR restoration.

.
NSW. EVENTS
August.
13th.
Wednesday Warriors run to Burrawang, Bowral, Berrima. Overnight at BerrimaBakehouse Motel.. Depart Pheasants Nest Servo on Hume Highway at 10.30am.
17th.
All British Day at Kings School Pennant Hills Rd. Nth Par r amatta.
19th
NSW Group GENERAL MEETING. Concord RSL. 6.30 dinner . 7.30 Meeting.
23rd.
CSCA Supersprint– Eastern Creek.
23rd-24th.
SHANNONS EASTERN CREEK CLASSIC. Premier Classic Car show
Wed 27th. Coffee & Cake run. Meet 11.00am at Flower Power, 22 McPhearson St. Warriwood.
Contact Alan Wright 94510165.

September.

14th.
Run to BOWEN MOUNTAIN. Meet at car park Cnr. George & Thompson St. Windsor
10.00am for cup of coffee. Head off at 10.30am . Contact Russell Holliday 0413273823.
16th.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE meeting at WPH Sports Club. 6.30 dinner. 7,30 meeting.
Wed 24th.
MID WEEK coffee & cake with TSOA. 11.00am Gardens R Us 58 Moorefields Rd.
Kingsgrove. Park. Contact Allan Wright 94510165 for details.

QLD. EVENTS
August
Wednesday 13th (Ekka show holiday) – Brisbane, Boonah, Warwick.
September
19th
Speed on Tweed
21st.
All British Day
Sunday 28th – Sunshine Coast Topless Run then to Smithy’s at Morayfield.

VIC. EVENTS
August
Wed 13 Aug
Sun 24 Aug
September
Sun 21Sep

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale
Lunch run down to San Remo. meet at Bunnings Cranbourne at 10.00am.
EMR with Ross McKinnon, likely to be north to link up with country members

SA. EVENTS

Generally, all MONTHLY RUNS depart at 8am on last Sunday of the month from Burnside Town Hall.
All future Breakfast runs, Night runs and mid week runs will be published in CLUB NOTES in Thursday’s MOTORING PAGES of the ADVERTISER. For details contact John Williams, Event manager—
8165 0051 or 0428 339 163.

TAS. EVENTS

9th commencing 7.30pm MeGA – TRivia Night Veteran Car Club premises – Lawrence Vale
Road, South Launceston
30th/31st. National Automobile Museum of Tasmania. Inaugural Tas Car Club Expo
28th September. VCCA Swap Meet. Cimitier e Str eet Car Par k, Launceston.
SHANNONS AUTOMOTIVE EXPO Char les Hand Par k, Rosny near Beller ive. .

UPCOMING TR REGISTER EVENTS: Put these dates in your diary for future TR Register events..
25th-27th October 2008.

NATIONAL MEETING and CONCOURS at THREDBO

COVER PHOTO: courtesy Mark Hoble. (note TR Register badge affixed to grille)
Photo was taken at Mallory park prior to Le Mans event.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT.

to know lots of TR enthusiasts and pick up
handy hints….. also to enjoy great food, wine
and beer and the warm embrace of the TR
family (which may be handy at Thredbo as it
could be a little chilly). Check out the details
on the website. It will be a spectacular event.
Forget the doom and gloom, a well tuned TR
should use under 10 litres per 100 kilometres, or so the experts tell me which is great
mileage (or is that kilometreage) for a vehicle
of its vintage. There are also lots of non-car
activity at Thredbo...golf, bushwalks, gondola
rides, chair-lifts, etc, etc, maybe even a bit of
snow, one never knows.

Remember, the Register only survives with
the participation of its members, so please
don't hold back......GET INVOLVED.
PS. Don’t forget to send your 2008/2009
subs to Bob Watters. In my opinion, the best
$30.00 value that you can get.
For all of those who have not already heard
the news, there has been a change of seating arrangements in the presidential suite.
Gary has moved into the position of Vice
President and I have taken up the Presidential challenge. Congratulations to Gary on a
job well done. It’s a hard act to follow but I’ll
do my best to keep up the standard set by
Gary and all the past Presidents.
There is little change to the rest of the committee and I'd like to thank them for the Register being in such a strong position; and a
special thanks to all State Co-ordinators for,
without the great unrewarded job they do,
the wheels of our TR activities would not run
as freely.

Whilst on congratulations, I would like to
thank the ACT Register who put on a fantastic Christmas in July party with special thanks
to Graham & Claire Brohan, Peter and Gayle
McEwan and a special "yea"!! for Sandra
Clause (aka Claire Middleton). The 43 members who attended thoroughly enjoyed it.
I trust your preparations for the Thredbo National Meeting in October are well under way.
For those of you who have not finalised your
arrangements to attend, I would urge you to
do so now. If you have never been to a
Concours, it is a wonderful opportunity to get
Journal of the TR Register Australia

BesTRegards
Geoff.
***************************************************

SIDESCREEN NEWS

Thredbo Concours update

Accommodation bookings are filling fast at
Thredbo, so, If you have not booked, you
have until August the 28th.
As all accommodation is handled by the
“Thredbo Alpine Hotel” all unbooked rooms
will be released to the general public after
this date.
National park entry fees are not required to
be paid by persons with a Commonwealth
Gov. pension card. All other attendees
should pay for a 3 day pass at the tourist
centre.
Remember that Concours categories have
changed this year and “Road Class” will be
judged on condition and cleanliness. There
will also be a display section for those who
do not wish to have their cars judged.
Full judging details are published elsewhere
in this issue.
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STOP PRESS— TR2 Wins Classic LE MANS

Author: Viv Paine.
Although many will have seen the ongoing updates on the website, Doug Whiteford's famous
long door TR2, now in the hands of Londoner, Mark Hoble, pulled off a truly amazing win in
the Index of Performance in Grid 2 at Classic Le Mans held over July 11/12/13.
Up against Mark in his Revington prepared car in a field of 69 entrants were all sorts of Jags
both C and D Types, Maserati's, Aston Martins, Ferrari's etc., so to win in a drum braked car
shows an extraordinary feat of car preparation and driver skills over the two day, and one
night races in the series.
A large contingent of UK TRR members crossed by ferry to France for the weekend, with all
the Triumph car clubs grouping together in a camping ground on the “Tetre Rouge” corner of
the track.
This win takes the mighty TR2 back some 53 years to 1955 when Doug Whiteford won the
inaugural Moomba Tourist Trophy race over 100 miles at Albert Park Lake, also against the
odds in a field of XK Jags, Allards, and various rapid Aussie specials.
Such was the publicity that the Moomba win attracted that Whiteford was credited with putting
the TR marque on the map in Australia, in terms of the orders for new cars that followed.
The following year Doug's TR2 came in 5th outright against even hotter competition, as the D
Type Jags, Maserati's and Porsches had begun to make their presence felt in sports car racing.
We can also be proud to say that the TRR in Australia had a small hand in the Classic Le
Mans win, as Geoff Kelly very kindly passed on some invaluable tips to Mark Hoble for Revingtons to incorporate into his car.
Over July, the UK TRR held their International Weekend at Malvern, and Mark's car was the
star attraction on the Revington stand in front of perhaps 1000 participants in their annual National Rally.
Photo © Kevin Rochfort
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And now for something completely different.

Author: Ross McKinnon.
It all began several weeks ago when my good friend Mike Heaton rang to ask my opinion
about a car he was considering buying. Mike has been totally committed to Triumph TR’ s for
longer than he can probably remember, but it goes back to his teenage days in the old country.
Now that his beloved 3A has been refreshed to race and, dare I say, near concours condition,
he has been looking for another project.
He has mentioned a couple of 356 Porsches he found, but did not proceed with. Mike had
located a replica 1973 911 RS Porsche Carrera with good credentials, that he was seriously
considering buying.
I am not sure how much my comments helped, but he decided to investigate further. About a
week or so, later I asked Mike if anything had happened, and he then said he had bought the
car, and was I doing anything over the next weekend. I said no, and Mike asked me if I would
co drive the 911 back to Melbourne. The seller lived in Perth! It all sounded like a bit of an adventure, albeit a long drive across Australia, so I accepted the invitation, and a plan was set to
arrive back in Melbourne the following Monday night, not too late!.
Mary Walsh drove us to
the Tullamarine airport
well in time to catch the
Saturday 6.05am flight to
Perth. The 4 hour plane
trip went smoothly and we
each did a bit of reading,
although I think Mike’s
thoughts were more about
his purchase than the
book. Arriving at 8.15 am
local time, we caught a
taxi and 40 minutes later
reached the home of the
seller. Sitting on the front
lawn was the car of Mike’s
dreams. For those not
familiar with what I am
talking about, this is no
ordinary garden variety
On the Nullarbor
Porsche. The car started life
as a 1970 911T. About 12 years ago it was built into a Carrera RS replica, meaning the front
bumper was replaced with a spoiler incorporating an oil cooler; the rear guards were fitted with
2 inch wider extensions, and the most easily recognizable feature of the ducktail spoiler on the
engine cover, present.
The 2.2 litre engine was replaced with a 3.2 air cooled flat six from a 1980’s model, producing
some 235hp.The car is white with bold blue CARRERA graphics along each side, and the
wheel centers painted the same blue.
The RS was originally built as a competition model, with minimal interior trim, no glove box lid,
no Clock, light weight seats, no rear passenger seats, no carpets, little under floor body sealing, thinner gauge panels and windows, and every effort was made to take weight out of the
car.
The RS featured a 2.7 Litre engine developing 210 HP. The RS was the first production 911 to
have wider rear wheels than front: 6’s and 7’s X15. There was the road going version which
had some of the creature comforts put back in. All up 1580 cars were produced in 1973. Today
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these are the most collectable of Porsches. Only around 13 were originally delivered into Australia. If you want one it will cost $350,000 and upwards, if you can find one for sale!
Back to the story. Mike and the owner went for a “test” run. It must have gone well because I
haven’t seen Mike’s grin that wide for quite a while. We had a cup of tea while paper work
was completed, instructions given on how to get out of Perth and head east. With only one
WD we thought our exit went well. Our first stop was to fill up with fuel, and grab some food
and plenty of water for the journey home.
We planned to reach Norseman, Saturday night. The route took us via lovely forests, lots of
greenery to Merriden, where we changed drivers, through Southern Cross, and a driver
change at Coolgardie, and on to Norseman, a distance of 732 km. Filled fuel tank and had
dinner at the local Hotel. I don’t know why country pub meals are so enormous! The WA Ale
really hit the spot.
Up and on the road at 5.35 am, after a good sleep. Our aim was to reach Port Augusta Sunday night if possible, but we would see how we were going.
One rule we set ourselves, was not to drive at night. This wisdom was confirmed by the vast
number of dead kangaroos we saw lying along the road side, particular on the Eyre highway. I
understand that the rain runoff lies at the side of the road and the animals are attracted and
wander onto the black stuff. There must be lot of blood spattered road train trucks at the end
of their trip. Some of the kangaroos are huge, and would likely total a small sedan if they collided.
I drove first off and we changed at Balladonia and had a coffee break. Only incident during my
stint was, even with the lights on high I only just saw a dead kangaroo in the middle of the
road. While I didn’t go over the top of it, my evasive action resulted in the front left wheel hitting part of it pretty hard. Fortunately no damage to the car resulted.

From Just after Balladonia heading to Caiguna, there is the 90 mile straight. And straight it is!
The Nullarbor is mainly low scrub as far as one can see, and rather boring after a while.
My job as a navigator was not very stressful, so I am looking out the front window, and I see a
couple riding a tandem bike traveling east. Got to give it to them for trying! About an hour later
we pass a guy pushing a cart way out on the straight road miles from anywhere, God knows
what he was doing. Not much further on, running towards us is a youngish women carrying
what looked to be an Olympic torch without the flame, no apparent support vehicle just running west. No, we didn’t stop to offer her a lift because she was going the wrong way, and
besides there is no room for three in this 911. Very strange people in Western Australia for
sure.
Our next change over was at Madura for more fuel. I took over the next leg to Nullarbor Hotel
for lunch, and more petrol. More flat scrub, and not very interesting. The weather was coolish
but fine. Did I mention that Mike’s car does not have a heater fitted, so it really never got
warm in the cabin! Mike took over driving to Ceduna. About 307 kms.
I drove the last bit to Wudinna, which is around 200kms from Port Augusta arriving at 20.00
hrs. The local motel is very basic but was all we could find. The dinner was even more basic
at the servo next door. Still we slept for a while. The only event on Sunday was an unexpected meeting with a highway patrol car who considered our speed a little anti social. Obviously WA needs more revenue, like we seem to in our own state. The intrepid driver shall
remain nameless to protect the innocent. We covered 1485 km’s on Sunday.
Monday. Recommenced our journey at 4.30am. I know it sounds a little strange, but this was
not a sight seeing trip. We had 1382 km’s to go.

Mike drove first up arriving at Port Augusta around 6.30am. Had breakfast at the Big Mac
shop, and more fuel.
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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I then drove to the outskirts of Adelaide and more fuel. Mike got us out of the lovely city via a
short venture up the Adelaide hills. Beautiful scenes from near the top. Next stop was a little
place called Coomandook for refreshments and fuel and on to Bordertown. A little further on I
took over and drove through Horsham, yes and more petrol, leaving there at 16.35 hrs and
handing over to Mike at Ballarat at 19.05 hrs for the final drive to Melbourne.
We arrived at my place at 20.15 hrs, so our plan worked out very well.
Total distance was 2159 miles / 3599 km’s in two and a half days.
The car goes so well with enormous grunt. It never seemed to be under any stress even at
some of the speeds we were doing, which were well within the capabilities of the car and drivers (?) but not the speed limits!
For the technically minded, the average over- all fuel consumption was about 9.72 lt per
100km. Damn good given some of the curry we gave it.
My summary: a great experience to cross the Nullarbor by car, not sure I would do it again to
the same timetable, but splitting drivers worked out really well, good company, a great driving
experience, wonderful car, and most important; we arrived safely with no car damage. Thanks
Mike for the opportunity.
Ross McKinnon
***********************************************************************************************************

TR Register – Australia Inc
Agenda for Thredbo National Meeting to be held Sunday 25 th Oct 2008
Agenda
Meeting to be opened.
President’s welcome and comments.
Minutes of the previous National Meeting.
Business arising from minutes.
Reports.
Listed agenda items.
Comments and suggestions from the floor.
Presentation to the National Meeting and Concours organiser(s).
Note: Register member s ar e asked to submit items for discussion in advance for the
National Meeting. This helps the Committee prepare a reply and saves time. Please submit
by email to the secretary, Neil Tribe, by Friday 17 th Oct at the latest: neilt@internode.on.net
Neil Tribe
Hon. Secretary
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VALE

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

DAVID FRASER

Four new members since our last magazine. Please join me in welcoming to our
fine club: John McIver and Brendan Kelly
from Victoria and Ian Johnstone and Gordon Evans from New South Wales.

It is with great sadness that we record the
passing of long time TR Register member
David Fraser.
The following recollections of David have
been submitted by Alan Mitchell and John
Murn.
Alan Mitchell writes:
We first met David when he drove up from
Albury in his red 3A (GOZ-163) in 1978 for
one of those Randwick Race Course sports
car display days, which was a big event at the
time, like the Shannon's days now.
David became a good Register friend after
that, and in the early Winton Race Meetings,
(which were in winter) John Murn and I sometimes stayed at his place and we always
spent time with him.
He was on site organiser in putting on
a concourse weekend in Albury in November
1985. He also accommodated 5 Register
members at his home, organised the old
Hume Weir Circuit for those of us who wanted
to do timed laps.
David probably attended all or most national
meetings for 25 years after that 1978 meeting.
David was also one of the original founding
members of the Riverina Sporting Car Club
which is now celebrating its 25th anniversary.
John Murn writes:
David' had a lifelong love of 78 records and
the music from that era. For many years he
had a weekly radio show in Albury and he
would assemble the music and script for himself. I seem to recall that David also worked in
commercial radio in Melbourne .
David was (as is well known) a great enthusiast and at one stage owned (all at the same
time) the familiar red TR3A which is now with
Graham Rutledge, his immaculately restored
TR4A and his "daily user" TR4. Over the
years he restored many cars including Morris
Minors and earlier on, pre-war Sunbeams.
He worked for many years as a machinist at
the various incarnations of Borg-Warner.
David was an unforgettably warm and caring
person who has been greatly missed since
the onset of serious illness robbed him of the
ability to interact with friends and family.
REST IN PEACE

SUBS ARE NOW OVERDUE
For those who missed it, the renewal notice
was printed on the wrapper of the last edition of Sidescreen.
However all you need to do is to send a
cheque or money order for $30 made payable to TR Register Australia Inc to me at the
address printed on the last page of this
magazine.
It’s still the best value for $30 in the country.
I will be away from early August until the
end of September so any subs that reach
me after Friday 8th August wont be processed until I return.
Thanks to everyone who has already renewed, there have been 173 renewals with
179 still outstanding at 20th July.
Bob Watters

SUBS WERE DUE 30th JUNE

*************************************************

SIDESCREEN WORKSHOP

Clutch Return Spring.
A simple little item but very important in the
correct operation of your cars clutch. The
incorrect tension on the spring can affect
the life of the throw out bearing (thrust race)
Some time ago I requested that they be
carried in new parts. Some new items were
bought in but unfortunately they were listed
under Brakes as a ‘Brake master cylinder
return spring’ P/N T182
This has been corrected and they will now
be listed as Clutch cylinder return spring
P/N T182 under Clutch Parts.
TIP: If you have a bodgy one, get a new
one. Brian Richards

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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SPORTSCAR SNIPPETS
Louis Maroya

ENGINE REBUILD or bust . .

It is simply amazing what esoteric information
one can glean from a MOSS Parts catalogue.
Not just that a flat washer is required in front of
a spring washer somewhere or other or that an
insulated block is needed between the carby
and the inlet manifold. No the catalogue goes
much more into details of what one ought to do
when rebuilding a TR engine.
If you have a low port head for instance, by the
way found only on early TR 2s, did you know
that the head needs to be checked very carefully because the central alloy core plug tends to
rise and can cause an early failure.
Another erstwhile suggestion from the experts
at MOSS concerns engine balancing. You
would be wrong to surmise that engine balancing is only the domain of Brian Richards and his
racing TR 3A. On the contrary TR engines have
a tendency to vibrate at between 2,500 and
3,400 rpm and in order to eliminate this unwanted condition, engine balancing is a must. A specialist workshop will charge around $250 for the
job. But it’s money well spent to have a purring
engine.

WHEN IS A TRS NOT an S but a TR
Z?

Most of you have heard or even perhaps seen a
TRS the “S” standing not for “Special”
but
rather for “Sabrina”. The configuration of the
engine with twin overhead cams, resembled the
well endowed bust of Sabrina, a model and a
film actress of the late fifties and sixties Britain.
The TR S engine proved to be quite costly to
manufacture with questionable longevity so
there was no alternative than to continue with
the reliable Vanguard block.
But to get back to the TR Z. . . a Register member in SA purchased a TR apron from the Aladdin’s Cave. Upon arrival he examined the apron
only to discover a multitude of sins, in the form
of tin worm, more commonly known as rust.
Being of a practical nature he had two options,
either to consign the worm riddled apron to a
land fill or to try and modify its shape to avoid
the worm eaten bits. The shape of the grille
may offend the purists of the TR clan variety,
but there is no denying that practicality won the
day. As for the “Z it’s the last letter of the alphaJournal of the TR Register Australia

bet, for calling it a TR 3A would cause a howl
of protest from the purists.

USSR: you don’t know how lucky
you are …
Some concern with the outrageously famous
Doretti required prompt advice from Mr Doretti
aka as Paul McEwen. An email despatched to
him yielded no response; second epistle was
also fruitless. Paul is well known as an email
junkie, so the silence was unusual to say the
least. A week or more went by and the emergency with the Doretti became forgotten, as
often happens in the circumstances.
And then out of the blue a forlorn email arrived, sounding like “Clancy of the Overflow,
who went Queensland droving . . .” only in this
case Paul went voyaging on the Trans Siberian Railway, and no wonder “we don’t know
where he are”.
Sandra and Paul are now found safely at
home, with no doubt the Beatles refrain ringing
in their dreams. And the moral of all this dear
friends is simple. Keep your emails up to
scratch, but don’t expect a prompt reply from
the Trans Siberian.

SIGNORINE no,OLD TIMERS ja.
Yes we’re prepared to accept four pilgrims to
assist the World Youth Day organization. We
would prefer Italian and or Croatian lasses
stay at our home. The first group would assist
my Italian pronunciation the second would
improve my Croatian. We got four burly Germans aged between 19 and 23. The organisation in finding billets for the young folk was
excellent, but the choice of season was anything but. The pilgrims and host families generally froze in these southern parts. As for Old
Timers, on espying our classic cars there a
issued a chorus of “Old Timers” from the
youthful ignoramuses.
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TOAD STOOLS

Author: John Pike.

saying it needed an overhaul in the not too
distant future.

Brake It To Me Gently

A couple of weeks later I got Thud ready to
travel to Canberra for the annual Wheels
Display. For some reason the old chap was
very reluctant to move out of the garage.
The brakes seemed to be dragging, and
jacking up the car confirmed that the front
wheels were almost locked solid.

Suddenly, your rear view mirror fills with the
lights and bull bar of a slavering great four
wheel drive, which is apparently about to
climb onto the back of your TR with evil intent. Fortunately, the impending rape is
avoided, but there are harsh words directed
towards you, to the effect that your brake
lights aren’t working.

The new brake switch seemed OK, so I
thought there may be a problem with the
booster. I cursed and kicked and fiddled
around, not really knowing what I was doing,
and then the brakes suddenly released.
What to do ? I had no idea what would happen if I hit the brakes again – would they
lock on completely and essentially freeze me
in time and space ? I didn’t have confidence
in the local brake specialists, and would
have preferred to have the problem attended to in Canberra.

There you are, tooling along in your TR in a
bit of Sunday morning traffic. All is well with
the world, and you are relaxed and happy.
You see that the traffic ahead is slowing,
and gently apply the brakes to knock a bit
off your rate of travel.

It’s a sad fact that many drivers today don’t
look very far ahead or concentrate on the
task at hand, basing their braking on the
stop lights of the car in front.
The problem with the TR is that the brake
light switch is hydraulically operated, and
you can get some pressure to the brakes
before the switch is activated. A number of
our members have since converted the
brake switch to electrical operation, so that
the lights come on as soon as you touch the
pedal. This gives following drivers a bit
more time to react before metal starts to
crumple.
I decided it was time for Thud to have this
minor operation, and the conversion is simplicity itself. Get a suitable plunger type
switch from your friendly auto parts store,
poke it through the hole in the end of the
pedal box, take the wires off the hydraulic
switch and stick them on the new one. Adjust the plunger as required. Job done !!
While Thud’s bonnet was up, Graham Brohan and I decided to reposition the brake
booster. I’d never been happy with its position on the inner guard because of possible
vibration, so we moved it alongside the
windscreen wiper. Brohie wasn’t totally impressed with the condition of the booster,
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My thinking eventually drifted around to the
exploits of Rick Fletcher. Some years ago
Bluey suffered a complete clutch failure
while travelling through Gippsland. In what I
reckon was a mind-blowingly outstanding
achievement of TR motoring, Rick drove
over 1000 km back to his home near Oberon, shifting gears purely by matching the
engine rpm to the gearbox, and with his left
foot quite superfluous, (except for aesthetic
reasons of course).
Now I figured that if Rick could drive all that
way with no clutch, surely I could manage a
few hundred km without touching the brake
pedal.
So off we went, and it was a very interesting
exercise. Apart from all the traffic, there are
27 sets of traffic lights to pass through just to
get off the Blue Mountains. I soon became
quite adept at juggling the gearbox and the
hand brake, but it was more of a task to
avoid tramping on the brake pedal.
Some four hours later I rolled into Graham
Brohan’s driveway and after suitable refreshments it was time to do some testing. We
drove around the block and then farther
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afield, and the wretched brakes worked absolutely perfectly !! I wasn’t sure whether to
grin or tear my hair out in frustration. Brohie
later made a minor adjustment to the plunger
of the brake switch, (just to make me feel
better, I suspect).
The rest of the visit to the nation’s capital
passed without incident, as did the trip home.
The following weekend saw a major event at
the Mount Panorama circuit at Bathurst, and
Thud and I intended to go along and be part
of the Register’s presence at the track.
I duly rolled out of bed sometime before
dawn on the appointed day, and staggered
into the garage to wake Thud up. He was
having none of that, and refused to budge,
obviously reckoning that the weather was not
good enough for open top fanging. In the
gloom of the garage I could see the glow of
the brake lights as soon as I turned the ignition key, so once again the brakes were
stuck on. Bugger, etc !!
I rang Brohie, and he and the other members
at Bathurst discussed Thud’s predicament.
The consensus was that there was a problem
in the restrictor valve in the front brake circuit.
I’d read several times that the restrictor was a
good Triumph factory idea gone wrong. It
was introduced some time after disc brakes
were first fitted to the later TR3s, when it was
found that after some “spirited driving” the
brake pads were pushed too far back into the
callipers. This was caused by play in the
front wheel bearings and deflection of the
front stub axle, and resulted in excessive
brake pedal travel when the brakes were next
applied. The restrictor, or “residual pressure
valve”, made sure the pads were always kept
in very light contact with the discs.
Many owners didn’t like the idea, and removed the internal organs of the restrictor.
This meant sometimes more pedal travel to
get full braking, but it also stopped the pads
continually rubbing on the discs. It seems
the factory found that their initial solution was
not the best one either, and the restrictor
valve was discontinued during the TR4 production run.
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I decided to leave Thud slumbering peacefully until Brohie arrived a few days later. We
then jacked him up, and Brohie crawled underneath with a handful of spanners and
other assorted implements of persuasion.
There was a bit of muttered cursing as brake
fluid dripped onto his face when he undid the
various lines, but he finally emerged with the
offending bits. The only trouble was that the
front wheels still refused to rotate. Suitable
words were said !!
Attention then returned to the master cylinder, and we found that although the new
brake switch plunger was correctly positioned, the actual body of the switch was
touching the brake pedal. A minor adjustment to the master cylinder operating rod to
provide the necessary play was all that was
required before Thud was able to bound
along the road again with his usual enthusiasm.
So the problem all along had been in the
fitting of the new brake light switch. And all
the hassles I’d given myself could have been
solved if only I’d listened to the message I
keep giving in these pages – check the simple things first.
If I had read some of the mountain of technical advice which is readily available, I
would have noticed a report which mentioned
that the restrictor valve is after the brake light
switch in the hydraulic circuit. That means
that if the brake lights are on when your foot
is off (the pedal, that is), then the problem is
most likely to be at or near the master cylinder. Oh, and the brake booster has nothing
to do with the brakes binding or locking on.
Ah well, one of these days I’ll learn – but
don’t hold your breath in the meantime !!
.
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CONCOURS JUDGING CHANGES.
The National Committee formed a sub-committee in January 2008 to respond to suggestions from several members regarding the judging at the National Meeting and Annual
Concours.
The main thrust of the suggestions was that members with modifications to their cars to
improve safety or general usability were not entering the “Concours” judging because of
perceived ineligibility or penalty. This failure to enter the Concours concentrated high
quality cars into Road Class and was considered to be detrimental to the interests/
enjoyment of members and a threat to the future of the National Meeting and Concours.
The sub-committee recommended the following changes which have been approved by
the National Committee and will take effect at the 2008 National meeting and Concours.

Changes to categories and criteria:
There will be 6 categories of cars at the concours to replace the previous 5.
Concours Class – highest category, judged as before
Road Class – upgraded and becomes a judged category
Display – a new category, not judged, replaces previous Road Class
Derivative – as before except can enter either Concours Class or Road Class (see
conditions below)
Competition – as before
Restoration – as before
The 6 categories to be judged/appraised as follows:
Concours Class – remains the highest category judged class as for previous years.
The winner will be presented with the “Laurie Cousin Perpetual Trophy”.
Cars entered in this class are attempting to be faithful to the original production vehicle.
Cars are judged on (i) cleanliness, (ii) condition and (iii) originality of all aspects
including the mechanical and electrical systems, body, bright work, interior, weather gear, underside, boot, spare wheel compartment and tools. There will be no penalty for:
seatbelts
radial tyres
60 spoke wire wheels
or any other items that were factory listed options when the cars were produced
Road Class – becomes a judged class. The winner will be presented with the “Boyce
Beaton Memorial” Perpetual Trophy. Cars entered in this class must retain the philosophy and appearance of the original side screen model and exhibit a high level of
maintenance and preparation. Points will not be lost for modifications provided
such modifications retain the overall shape, appearance, drive train and design basics of the original car. Any side screen TR may be entered in this class with the
judges scoring having equal emphasis on (i) cleanliness and (ii) condition. Judging
should take no more than 5 to 10 minutes per vehicle and will not include the underside. Rack and pinion steering, brake boosters, rollbars, mildly uprated suspenJournal of the TR Register Australia
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sions, 72 spoke and alloy wheels, additional “period” instruments, improved seating,
alloy rocker covers/sumps, “period” engine modifications, full synchro Triumph gearboxes etc would be permissible. This list is NOT exhaustive and does not determine
what is and isn’t allowed.
Note: judging does not constitute approval of the roadworthiness of any modification.
For eligibility, please refer to the separate sheet detailing all entry requirement
and judging criteria for this class.
Display – A general category that replaces the previous “Road Class”. This group will
NOT be formally judged on a “points” format but will be open to “People’s Choice”,
“Encouragement” and “Rookie of the Year”. Apart from a wash, cars are not expected to be specially prepared for this category.
Derivative – can be judged on either “Concours” or “Road” criteria. As derivative numbers are few, practicalities dictate that they must all enter under the same criteria.
Owners are requested to confer, decide and advise the Chief Judge prior to judging
commencing.
Competition – as before. Cars must have a side screen appearance, a Triumph drive
train and a current or previous competition history.
Restoration – as before. Cars must be obviously in a state of restoration.

Additional information:
The TR3A and TR3B categories have been amalgamated and there is no separate “Best
TR3B” trophy. The TR3B was exclusively a left hand drive vehicle in limited production for the American market and apart from some units having an all syncro gearbox , they were identical to left hand drive TR3A models.
All trophies and prizes remain as before except for no Best TR3B.
There will be one (1) judge per item per class (e.g. engine bay) with an assistant judge
or judge in training, where available. Should a car, or group of cars, appear to be in
the wrong category, the chief judge will have the right to advise entrants on which
category they should enter.
Judges are deemed to be the only judges of all facts in relation to each judged category .
Ian Cuss has kindly agreed to be chief Judge for the 2008 Concours.
The National Committee sincerely hope that these changes will improve enjoyment of
the Concours and that there are now categories that meet all member’s wishes in relation to the judging and display of their cars..

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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TR REGISTER CONCOURS 2008

Entry No.

ROAD CLASS JUDGING SHEET
Entrant Name:

Car type:

Rego:

Exterior
Body Panel Shape, Fit and Paintwork
Condition
Excellent
10
9

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

Clean
Excellent
10
9

Brightwork and wheels
Condition
Excellent
10
9

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

Clean
Excellent
10
9

Interior, Trim and Wet Weather Gear, incl Hardtop (as presented)
Condition
Excellent
10
9

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

1

Clean
Excellent
10
9

Engine Bay
Condition
Excellent
10
9

Clean
Excellent
10
9

Poor

Boot
Condition
Excellent
10
9

8

7

Good
6

5

4

Average
3

2

Poor
1

8

Good
7

6

5

Average
4

3

2

Poor
1

Clean
Excellent
10
9
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TR REGISTER AUSTRALIA
ANNUAL CONCOURS AND DISPLAY
ROAD CLASS
The purpose of the Road Class is to encourage pride of ownership through a high level of
maintenance and preparation of good driving cars, while still retaining the philosophy of the
original TR sidescreen models. It follows that to be entered in this Class, the car must be in
very good overall condition. It should be clean and tidy, but it can be modified to increase the
driving pleasure, or to stamp the owner’s individual tastes on it. Originality is therefore not a
prime consideration.
Judging of this Class is designed to foster the spirit of enjoyment of owning and driving a
classic sports car. The judging process should take no more than five to ten minutes for
each car, and will not include examining the underside of the vehicle. It is emphasised that
judging will not involve assessing the roadworthiness of the particular vehicle, nor constitute
official approval of any original or modified components on the car.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Any sidescreen TR may be entered in this Class, with the judges’ scoring having equal emphasis on cleanliness and condition. Points will not be lost for modifications, provided such
modifications retain the overall shape, appearance, drive train and design philosophy of the
original car.

EXCLUSIONS
Entry into the Road Class will not be available for cars which have one or more of the following modifications;
.
.
.
.
.
.

Engines which are not 4 cylinder wet sleeve TR units.
Drive trains or part thereof which are not Triumph sourced.
Obviously flared mudguards to accommodate wheels wider than 6 inches.
Wheels which are wider than 6 inches, or are more than one inch different in diameter
to the standard 15 inch wheel.
Heavily modified body shapes (ute conversion etc).
Full roll cages (roll bars are permitted).
Instruments, knobs and switches which are not of period appearance i.e. digital readouts
etc.
***************************************************************************************************
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CANBERRA CAPERS

Graham Brohan.
Time to do another article. We changed our Café for our regular Saturday morning get together
as mentioned in the last Sidescreen to the Du Jour Café in the Hotel Acton complex in the city.
Once again we had a great turn up of members with six sidescreen TR’s including Graham
Michelin-Jones newly restored TR3. It must have known it was on show because when Graham
went to park the car the horn was shorting out behind the horn button, making his arrival even
more noticeable.
After breakfast we took the TR’s down by Lake Burley Griffin for a photo session by our resident
photographer John Blake. Hopefully you should see some of the photos in this issue of Sidescreen.
We then visited Mike Ford’s house to see progress on his 3a. Won’t be to long before Mike has
his car on the road.

Christmas in July has been and gone at the Brohan household in Canberra. We had 41 Register members sit down for dinner on 12 July. Everything seemed to go well and everyone enjoyed their meal and an opportunity to have a chat, and of course there was a flying visit from
Santa. Many thanks to all those who helped and also I should thank the suppliers of the tables,
chairs and the bus.
Many thanks also to the Canberra Triumph Car Club for hosting a BBQ at Gunning for the Sydney Register members on Sunday on their way back to the big smoke.
Merv Collens at the Xmas party took the opportunity to put in a plug for the next Wednesday
Warriers bash which will be at Burrawang for lunch on 13 August followed by dinner in Berrima
and an overnight stay. If any ACT Register members are interested in all or any part of the
event please give me a ring.

Our next coffee morning will be on Saturday 9 August at Du Jour Café in the Acton Hotel Complex behind the Lakeside Hotel. Ring me on my mobile 0409 650 820 if you have problems finding it. After coffee/breakfast we will be visiting another restoration on the Southside.

Madam President Alanna, holds court while Angie,Elizabeth and Claire look on enthralled
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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Graham Broham & Graham Michelin –Jones TR3s on the shore of Lake Burley
Griffin during Coffee morning at National Museum.

Coffee morning group outside the National Museum with John Blake, Frank
Bourke & Nick Nowak TRs in the foreground.

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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NSW REPORT

The Wednesday Warriors

I’d like to thank last years committee for
doing a great job, and congratulations to the
new committee and in particular our new
our new President, Geoff James who I’m
sure will his all in his role. As NSW coordinator, again, I have suggested that with the
growth of the Register, a social committee
needs to be put in place to ensure our meetings and events are kept fresh and interesting and the load is shared around. Also
John Pyke will be taking on the role of Historic Plates Registrar, so if you could forward your papers to him for signature in the
future.

Great Spring Gathering 13 August, 2008

CHRISTMAS IN JULY’08.

The Sydney TR's will depart Pheasants Nest
servo at 10.30am on 13 August, pick up the
Wilton Road to the coast via North Wollongong then, via the Princess Highway and
Macquarie Pass, to arrive at Burrawang Pub
in the Highlands around 1pm. After lunch
the TR's will depart for a visit to the Cellar
Door vineyard on Centennial Drive, Bowral,
for a tasting and early wenching.

What a fantastic event did our fellow Register ACT members Thank you so much,
Grahame & Claire Brohan for offering their
home to carry on our wonderful tradition of
Register enjoyment of Christmas fare as
well as organising a great weekend away
for us New South Welshmen. The arrangements of the little bus getting revellers back
and forth to our motel avoided any drinking
issues (or getting lost) Thanks also to the
local Triumph Car Club for the Mystery
Run on Sunday , the great BBQ lunch at
Gunning which set people on the easy run
back to Sydney. I know my memories are
always brought back as I cast my eye on
the perpetual bikini clad gnome which Merv
presented to myself. So next year You may
have to make a space for Merv’s Mademoiselle award on the Trip home and the
Home mantelpiece.
Sunday 14th September :

TR REGISTER RUN to BOWEN
MOUNTAIN.

Meet at the park cnr George & Thomopson
St, Windsor at 10am for a cup of coffee,
head off 10.30am.
This should be a TeRriffic Spring drive
clearing out the sparkplugs ready for the
drive down to Thredbo.
Any further details please give me a call on
0413 273 823. Russell Holliday.

Journal of the TR Register Australia

The Warriors are on the move, south for the
Sydney tribes, north for the Canberra and
Goulburn clan and east for the mountain
men!
The plan is to extend the usual one day run
to an overnight stay in a central location to
encourage tribes from the south and west to
join the Sydney clan for a night of merriment
and wenching. (bring your own wench) Now
this is the plan.

Then departing later for an overnight stay at
the Berrima Bakehouse Motel for a major
clan gathering at the Berrima Pub (opposite
the Motel) for dinner and merriment.
It is hoped that all the TR tribes from Goulburn, Canberra and the Mountains will meet
up with the Sydney TR's at any of the stopovers and stay overnight for the feasting at
the Berrima Pub (The Surveyor General) to
welcome in the spring of great TR motoring.

Mark the date down now, more details will
follow as we get closer to the date. Give us
a call to confirm your attendance - this will
be a great start to the TR driving season.
Pick up your copy of mud map from the
web site.
Phone Neil Tribe 9868 1439 or Merv Collens 9440 8208 so we can make some
early bookings
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NSW EVENTS CALENDAR
AUGUST

13th August :The TR REGISTER Warriors are on the move, south for the Sydney tribes, north
for the Canberra and Goulburn clan and east for the mountain men!
The plan is to extend the usual one day run to an overnight stay in a central location to encourage
tribes from the south and west to join the Sydney clan for a night of merriment and wenching. (bring
your own wench)
The Sydney TRs will depart Pheasants Nest servo at 10.30am on, pick up the Wilton Road to the coast
at North Wollongong then, via the Princess Highway and Macquarie Pass, to arrive at Burrawang Pub
in the Highlands around 1pm. After lunch the TR's will depart for a visit to the Cellar Door vineyard
on Centennial Drive, Bowral, for a tasting and early wenching then departing later for an overnight
stay at the Berrima Bakehouse Motel for a major clan gathering at the Berrima Pub (opposite the Motel) for dinner and merriment. Or an easy return home after a day of great motoring.
Phone Neil Tribe 9868 1439 or Merv Collens 9440 8208 so we can make some early bookings
17th Aug. Sunday All British Day Kings School. Pennant Hills Rd Nor th Par r amatta. An excellent day of British classic cars on show, many in their respective concours’s.
Tues 19th August: TR REGISTER GENERAL MEETING– to be held at 7.30pm Concord RSL.
As usual 6.30pm Dinner beforehand. Come along, enjoy the company
23rd August :CSCA Super spr int- (Morgan Owners Club)- Eastern Creek
23rd & 24th August : Shannons Eastern Creek Classic. The premier classic car show held over
two days. This year celebrating the TR6 40th birthday. Displays, track drives & trade stands.

27th August: Wednesday. TSOA Coffee and Cake run. Meet at 11am at Flowerpower,
22McPhearson St, Warriewood.
Contact Allan Wright for details: 9451 0165

SEPTEMBER

14th September : Sunday TR REGISTER RUN to BOWEN MOUNTAIN. Meet at the park cnr
George & Thompson St, Windsor at 10am for a cup of coffee, head off 10.30am. Contact
R.Holliday for details on 0413273823.
15th Sept: Sidescr een Deadline
16th Sept : TR REGISTER Committee Meeting: WPH Sports.
24th September: Wednesday. TSOA Coffee and Cake run. Meet at 11am at Geranium Cottage Nursery
& Cafe. Contact Allan Wright for details: 9451 0165
OCTOBER
24th-26th October TR REGISTER NATIONAL MEETING & CONCOURS THREDBO + after
-Meeting tour of the NSW South Coast. See details under 2008 concours & on web site.
SYDNEY CONVOY: Meet at MOBIL HUME HWY Pheasants Nest DEPART 10.30am Friday 24 th
SHARP!!!
Keep up to date with events, check out the events section of www.tr-register.com.au
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QUEENSLAND REPORT:

Here we are again, endeavouring to create
an interesting Qld report for August September issue of Sidescreen.

PAST EVENTS:

Brass Monkey Weekend

to Dalby, Chinchilla and Western Downs.
Saturday AM rain greeted eleven sports
roadsters, coming from Blacksoil on the
Warrego Highway, Gold Coast and Samford
Valley all descending upon the sleepy Brisbane valley town of Esk. Amazingly we all
arrived about 5 minutes apart – well done
everyone.
After a pleasant cuppa and much excitement
at a nice covered park shelter, we departed
travelling through the misty morning through
the picturesque Great Dividing Range to
Hampton on the New England Highway north
of Toowoomba. Our journey took us up the N
E Highway before turning off to Goombungee
and Hayden enroute to Quinalow & our
luncheon stop at Maclagon. Roast, pumpkin
soup with toast was the popular choice along
with other cuisine to satisfy our chilled TR
peddler’s appetites.
We then visited the Rimfire Winery to sample
the different ‘grape’ varieties & purchase ‘a
few containers’ before heading off to Kamkillenbun waterhole for photos and an amber
ale stop at the historic ‘Bun Pub’.
Our next stop was at our undercover TR garage at a local establishment with comfy beds
and a great Happy Hour Pavilion for all to
enjoy.
Our plan was to arrive at 3.30-4.00pm for a
relaxing time which included the mandatory
‘happy hour’ prior to wending our way to the
local watering hole with fodder to tempt us
all.
Sunday AM sleep in until 9.00am, saw us
head north to historic Jimbour House for
morning tea and a delightful self guided tour
of the gardens.
Then north again to
Jandowae and beyond, then ‘cracked a left’
turn and headed to our luncheon watering
hold at Chinchilla. Returning via the Warrego
Journal of the TR Register Australia

Highway to our Dalby rest place.
We enjoyed an ‘interesting diversion’ to a
local grain grazing property with sheds full of
interesting vehicles – my thanks to our hosts
for an enjoyable few hours before joining the
mandatory ‘happy hour’ back at the Motel.
After more indulging in cuisine we slipped
between the covers to rest our ‘model’
frames ready to depart for Oakey and the
Army Air Museum on a chilly Monday morning. This was a fantastic addition to our
planned Brass Monkey Weekend and the
weather did not deter us. After the TR journey to Toowoomba, most of us took the Cobb
& Co historic trail via Murphy’s Creek before
joining the Warrego Highway home again.
Many thanks to our attendees and in particular Col Kampe & Jean and Lynda & Eddie
Goopy who all joined us for their first brass
monkey occasion. Well done Gals & Guys.

JULY 5TH – Christmas in July:

Our wonderful long term hosts, Ginetta &
Stephen Rochester excelled as always.
A superb venue, superb hosts, superb food
and of course superb company provided by
our devoted members. Many thanks to you
all for a pleasant (if not cool) Saturday Christmas lunch complete with festive décor and
secret Santa.
Our members were down on previous years
which is partly due to this activity being held
early in the month - a small price to pay for a
great gathering of the faithful!!
Sincere thanks to Ginetta & Stephen for their
wonderful hospitality.
Stephen had a ‘secret men’s business’ segment in his three bay barn – alas! one lone
lady graced the garage with her presence
which created much pandemonium – only
joking Anita. You massed immeasurable
points for your presence! Well done everyone.

COMING EVENTS:
AUGUST –
20
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Wednesday 13th (Ekka show holiday) – Brisbane, Boonah, Warwick.
This is a new departure for TR RQ. We will monitor the effectiveness of our bullish approach.
Our proposed Stradbroke overseas weekend has been cancelled owing to six (6) members being overseas and other historic car activity events which have changed their date
and now clash with TR RQ’s 4th weekend.

SEPTEMBER:

Speed on Tweed - 19th
All British Day - 21st
Sunday 28th – Sunshine Coast Topless Run then to Smithy’s at Morayfield.

OCTOBER:
Sunday 12th OKTOBERFEST run to Xmas Creek for lunch

CONCLUSION:
We still have high hopes for a good attendance at Thredbo, so Qlders, get behind the
highlight of TR’s in OZ.
We now have domiciled in S E QLD a renegade Mexican from AC of T – convenor of
Thredbo 2008.
Yes, Bill and Ros Rangott have sown their seeds and settled on the Blackall Range at
Flaxton on the Sunshine Coast Hinterland.
We are pleased that they have settled in on the range and brought with them some
much needed rain to break the drought in S E Qld. We hope to see you both at some of
our local activities when time permits.
Three of our much respected couples from TR Register Qld will be visiting Goodwood
Revival in the UK and other interesting events, and we wish them well for an enjoyable
tour.
We look forward to seeing everyone at Thredbo.
Enjoy your TR’s ……
Cheers, John.

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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VICTORIAN REPORT

The rush to finalise things before our trip to UK led to me messing up the last report.
Apologies to all and I have included the past events reports which did not get published.
Especially apologies to Chris and Ian who probably thought I was ignoring them.
A couple of cars have moved lately, Peter Woods 3B is now owned by John McIvor and
is another TR in Eltham. The very smart 3A owned by Chris Astil has been sold by the
Healey Factory, not sure of the owner but believe the price was mid $40,000.
One of the TR’s with most historical significance here in Australia has recently been sold
and returned to the UK and won its class at historic Le Mans. This TR2 (TS3039) was
owned by Doug Whiteford, a very competent racing driver who won the Australian Grand
Prix three times, and competed very successfully with this TR. Hopefully Viv Paine will
be sending an article with more information.
The flow of cars is not all one way, as we also believe the Italia that was built up by Neil
Revington has been sold to Rob Splatt here in Melbourne.
The above just demonstrates the shrinking of the Triumph world and how cars and
knowledge are now moving round the world with the internet etc.
The trip to UK allowed me to get some long overdue work done on the TR, the engine
and gearbox were removed and new oil seals inserted to stem the oil loss which has
been getting worse over the last years. The seals plus new clutch plate and bearing
make the car feel different, especially as the steering has been adjusted after new seals
in the steering box. The car will soon be ready for the trip to Alice Springs.

PAST EVENTS:
The lunch run to Jindivik was not attended by me, below is a report from Chris on the
days events:-

JINDVICK.

“The day started gloomy, the numbers of cars were less than expected, what had I got
myself into!
The week before the weather was great and we were all looking forward to a convoluted
tour to Jindivick taking in the back roads, local highlights and scenic wonders of West
Gippsland.
Was it all going to fall foul of the weather?
Of course not! Triumphs, are after all, British and, despite the painfully inadequate windscreen wipers, are made for the perils of wet weather driving. As it turned out after leaving our initial rendezvous in Chirnside Park the weather actually held off(well almost).
Heading down the Maroondah Highway at a gentlemanly pace,(perhaps a little too gentlemanly for some!) we turned off at the Warburton exit and headed towards Yarra Junction. We had the traditional 11 o'clock coffee and a quick chat and a chance to boast,
compare and generally talk about our cars.
Turning off towards Powelltown both the cars unassisted steering and torquey 4 cylinder
engines were proving their metal.
It was here that the weather finally caught up with us with a bit of rain.
We soldiered on to Noojee to pick up another member, Bernard, a local Gippslander and
a quick beer at the Outpost bar. Here we came across some other Motoring legends- 50
or so vintage Indian Motorbike collectors who were out showing their best.
From here we went onto Jindivick via the sneaky back roads. All cars performed as expected(mine having an oil seal leak aside) from a British thoroughbred and the day's
proceedings ended at my country house with a BBQ and a few more beers.
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Thanks to those few brave members for adding to what was a good day for all involved”

The April meeting was attended by over a dozen members and due to our planning
meeting the week before being cancelled due to the storms was kept roughly on track.
A welcome return to Harley after his double knee reconstruction, great to see him back
in action. Good to see such a good turnout and the fact that Peter Standen comes all the
way from Bendigo for the evening is a great effort.

AXEDALE.

The weekend run up to Axedale was well attended, the meeting venue was changed
and Jen and I met up with Keith and Judy, John and Leonie, Gary & Robyn, Roger and
Janette, Ian and Ruth along with Viv and Christene at Calder.
We had a cool but easy run up to Malmesbury where Peter & Margaret and new members Tom & Jan Rowe met us for coffee. After re-arranging the tables at the bakery (our
usual trick) we convoyed via the back roads and an empty Lake Eppalock to Axedale.
We were welcomed by Ian and Marlene for a pleasant lunch and refreshments followed
by trip to the shed. The shed, complete with two post hoist and large enough to lose the
TR in is what suburban members only dream of. Ian’s collection of other cars, Morris
Minors and Ford type A including a recently acquired Fergie tractor was very impressive.
Thanks to Ian and Marlene for a great day out and fantastic hospitality.
The last breakfast followed 24 hours of rain in our area of Melbourne and was a damp
affair. John and Leonie had organised the Middle Brighton Baths café for breakfast in a
separate room. Despite the threatening weather nearly 30 people turned out and enjoyed good food and company for a couple of hours. Only John Rolfe and Roger Walker
were brave enough to bring the TR’s and the salt spray from the sea wall made me
pleased that mine was not parked there.
The last event was a run to the Cranbourne Botanical Gardens and especially the Australian Garden. We met at the café for the required sustenance and had I believe 28
members turn out on a cold showery morning. The café was as usual rearranged by the
TR group and a pleasant hour spent before the members went to discover the gardens.
Some members stayed to keep the late arrival, Roger, company and to check out Harleys recently rebuilt knees, which he was happily showing off.

BREAKFAST AT BRIGHTON BEACH

Author: Viv Paine.
On Sunday May 18, a good turn out of 22 club members enjoyed a very pleasant breakfast in a private room at the Brighton Baths Cafe, situated right alongside the oh so posh
Brighton Yacht Club. Our fearless leader Tony and wife Jen had deserted us for their
annual jaunt to the UK to catch up with family, and to have a well earned spell.
It turned out to be a grey overcast morning in Melbourne (some will say so what's new),
but over the last seven years of drought here, it is true to say there have been very few
of these days. Except of course when the TR Register organises an event.
Of recent times we have very much been the rainmakers here, and as such, can proudly
take responsibility for at least getting a splash of water into our dangerously low reservoirs. So given the rain and chill, only two intrepid drivers ventured out in TR's, being
John Rolfe and Roger Walker in their very well known TR3's, with the rest of us blocking
out the bleak weather in our familymobiles.

Once we'd all quickly consumed a warming Cuppa, it became apparent that there were
a few hardy souls wandering around outside the venue clad in just their bathing togs. Of
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course they were the "icebergers", being a group of people with hides of Rhino's, who
have been taking a weekly winter dip in the Brighton Baths for over 50 years.
Brighton became the place for a protected swim in Melbourne in the 20's when the
local council meshed the sea water pool after a swimmer had dived off a nearby pier
straight into the gaping jaws of a hungry shark. So this shivering, quivering passing
parade of people, who we thought were quite nuts, kept us amused for the virtually the
entire breakfast.
It was a good chance to catch up with Hugh Burrill and his wife Merridee, whose TR3A
is about half way through a full Healey Factory rebuild. And we were able to prevail
upon our trusty club member at the HF, Ron Spencer, to keep the whips cracking so
that their car is completed in time for a couple of weeks of shakedown driving before its first big trip up to Thredbo.
Hugh has chosen a lovely "Old English White" finish as the closest equivalent to Triumph Sebring White, in today's modern paint finishes, and there is no doubt this car
will join the ever increasing ranks of "stunners" in the club.
So appetite's satisfied with copious quantities of bacon, eggs and good coffee, we hit
the road just before we got kicked out so as to allow the lunch time crowd a few seats.
**************************************************************************************************

CLUB MEETING JUNE 12
With Tony still absent in Old Blighty, somehow yours truly was leg-roped into the hot
seat to fill Tony's big shoes in conducting the meeting.
About the usual roll up of members filled the available number of plush leather lounge
chairs in our nook of the Healey/Jaguar clubroom near the fire place, and Roger Walker self appointed his good self to count and record the number of stuff ups, to be dutifully reported to Tony on his return.
So I'm in for big trouble when Tony gets the list.
It was good to see new member Brendan Kelly who has acquired Shirley Pitman's
famous red TR2 and is giving the car a bit of TLC ready for the summer driving season.
Brendan is of course related to Geoff, so there'll be no shortage of expert "in house"
advice.
We introduced a new show and tell segment to proceedings, and I was able to hand
around one of my DU6 dual throat SU carbies, originally developed for the F1 Coventry Climax FPF motors, and famously used on the TR Sabrina engines in the TR3S
and TRS Le Mans cars. These carbies are a pretty rare item really, as it's believed
that only about 45 pairs or 90 individual units were ever made, as Britain's answer to
the Weber side draught.
Geoff Kelly also has a pair for his racing TR2, or oops, maybe he didn't want me to
announce his new secret horsepower boosting weapon.
Regarding the run up to Thredbo, we discussed various options of travelling around
through Gippsland via Cooma, or doing a direct rat run straight up the Hume Freeway.
At this stage, it looks like the "rat runners" will group up at Craigieburn about 7.00am
on Friday morning to allow time for leasurely coffee, lunch, wee stops etc as required
along the way, ariving at Thredbo about 4.00pm in the afternoon.
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The meeting quite properly closed at about 9.45pm to allow everyone to get back to the bar.
*******************************************************************************************************

FUTURE EVENTS
Wed 13 Aug

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Sun 24 Aug

Lunch run down to San Remo for a takeaway fish and chip lunch from the
local fisherman’s co-operative. Meet at Bunnings Cranbourne car park at
10.00am. We will stop for coffee at Caldermeade Farm café
near Koo Wee Rup.

Sun 21Sep

EMR with Ross McKinnon, likely to be north to link up with country members.

Wed 08 Oct

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Sun 12 Oct

EMR run Concours shakedown, need a volunteer to organise route

Tony Knowlson

Line up at Australia Gardens run
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TASMANIAN REPORT

My last minute appeal prior to the recent AGM for a local member to take over the reins
as Co-ordinator was unsuccessful. Perhaps the criteria; ability to lead a convoy out of
the wilderness, take happy snaps and write a ripping yarn was all too much. However a
couple of emails gave me heart. One promised? to get a move on with his restoration
project while the other all the way from the south of France said he may consider it in the
future after his TR overcame its “ non compos mentis “ state. ( a French technical
term? )
I n the last issue Bill Revill’s article “ Beware! People like us die when jacking cars” was
a pertinent reminder of the inherent dangers for the DIY person. For every fatality I’m
sure that there would be more than an equal number of near misses.Often these types
of incidents in a domestic situation don’t get enough publicity, for instance accidents
involving ladders. No doubt hospital emergency departments would have plenty of statistics. If they received a bit more publicity with say an annual breakdown of the various
types of incidents I’m sure people would be a bit more careful being mindful of the frequency of accidents occurring.

Coming Events:
Saturday 9th August 2008 commencing 7.30pm MeGA – TRivia Night
Veteran Car Club premises – Lawrence Vale Road, South Launceston
Our annual challenge to the MG fraternity now in its sixth year, with Team Triumph having 4 wins to 1 so far.

Saturday 30th / Sunday 31st August 2008
National Automobile Museum of Tasmania. Inaugural Tas Car Club Expo
Sunday 28th September 2008
VCCA Swap Meet. Cimitiere Street Car Park, Launceston.
SHANNONS AUTOMOTIVE EXPO
Charles Hand Park, Rosny near Bellerive. Tasmania’s biggest show of veteran, vintage,
classic cars and bikes.
Sunday 30th November 20008
SHANNONS CLASSIC CAR CHARITY RUN
Cars leaving southern, northern and north western Tasmania and converging onto the
Campbell Town Oval bearing gifts – toys and food hampers for distribution to the needy
by the St.Vincent de Paul Society.

Our Cars:
The Sullivan Special is now a road registered Triumph vehicle after undergoing a rigorous inspection. It is running on SI (Special Interest) plates which will allow it to driven on
our roads 52 times in a year recorded in a Logbook for about half the cost of normal
registration. John Kay and myself recently called over to Evandale and were both privileged to have a test drive. I would hope to have a more in depth report on our impressions in the next issue.
Suffice to say that Michael has every reason to be pleased with the end result.
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Not one to sit back Michael’s TR3 is about to get the treatment.

The Cockpit

The Mascot
The primrose one is back home again after head surgery and brake work. It currently
only has one eye as I have sent the other Lucas P700 headlamp off to Classic and Vintage Bulbs in SA to rectify the apparent milkiness.
John Kay is progessing with his TR3A in spite of a few hiccups. It is also sporting a new
set of wires.
Well it has been a cold and wet weekend, if I can’t drive my TR then I guess writing
about them is some consolation.
David Pearce
Tasmanian Co-ordinator.
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MOTOR SPORT REPORT
GEAR – Just gets better!!

Author: Bill Revill.
GEAR just gets better and better. After a night of good food, fun and friendship with our friends Cheryl
and Snow Van Der Velden (Snow is an experienced speedway driver who really SHOULD have a go at
GEAR!), an evening of immersion in motorsport was completed with Mike Navybox at his guesthouse,
Mike’s Manor. This has to be the best way to start a motorsport meeting at Goulburn as it sets the scene
for the next day of motorsport.
Dawn is bright and sunny, so we drove out to the circuit and said hello to all the usual suspects. Get the
car scrutineered with a friendly smile, a chat about the car and a brief but effective inspection of the
important bits – a sensible safety practice. Walk through the pits area several times and just drink in the
sights, the sounds, the smells of motorsport – all of the tactile parts of our sport that we can never describe sensibly to outsiders or even understand ourselves. Why is the sight of a perfectly polished piece
of aluminium, an intricately – cast gearbox housing, the sound of a rasping exhaust or the perfume of
burning alcohol and caster oil so thrilling and evocative? GEAR people reading this will nod their heads
wisely: many of my non-motor sporting friends are shaking theirs….
Entry, drivers briefing, then all of a sudden it’s time for the track. Group D is combined sports cars,
tintops and other assorted machines. Again the rich variety of GEAR fields is immediately a stand – out:
10 different marques in a field of 13 cars. And weren’t some of them just beautiful!
Peter Cooper’s FJ Holden is just superb, a wonderful example of the old ‘Humpys’ that were the mainstay for circuit racing, hillclimbs, drags – and for Saturday night “around - the – block” racing, the fitting of foxtails on the radio aerial, tramp rods, wheelies in the dirt streets and biological experimentation
with willing partners in the back seat after the pub shut on Saturday night!. The car is practically concours, the engine bay beautifully detailed, the interior like new and a superb roll cage fitted with almost
no visual disturbance to the whole interior (Hard yakka to fit, I believe!). At the other end of the scale,
tout petite et avec un Vive La Belle France Geoff Rose was throwing the beautiful French National Blue
Simca Aronde around (a car which he was given, years ago!) and getting some good times in the 1:27s
-not easy to do with a heavy car and 1100 cc!
Our Terribly British Team were out in force, with Gordon Nicholls in a Wolsley 1500, and Bob
Springall and Carl Stephenson both in Morris Majors. All looked like ‘racing cars’ and were all being
driven with sprit. Again, with GEAR, overall speed isn’t really that important – tight, thrilling but polite
driving is! Other British contenders included Leigh Bowman in the White MGB, and the triple contingent of Triumphs – Brian Richards in the immaculate and now electronically ignitioned, fuel injected,
gas shockabsorbered TR 3A. This is a beautiful car, wonderfully developed and a credit to Brian’s engineering skill as well as his amazing innovation. (He drives it quick, too!!) John Lamond was having a
run in his TR 2, out with disk brakes for the first time and estimating a five second a lap difference. Bill
Revill was in his usual faithful TR3A, which as usual was driven to the meeting, thrashed around for the
day and driven home into the cold of the night assisted by Danute, his wife, friend and pitcrew.
John Lackey in the beautiful MG TC square rigger was another variation on the field, showing what
racing cars looked like in an even earlier era, a time when aerodynamics were unknown and engines
were in the front, same place as a horse used to be.
Rounding out the field were racing sports cars of a different era: Judith Dorrell and Leslie Kent in respectively an immaculate bugeye Sprite and a Lotus Elan (does anyone else remember the dice between
the Lotus Elans of Fred Gibson and Kevin Bartlett at the Bathurst Easter meeting of 1964? Both cars
locked together, sliding through McPhillamys, absolutely on the limit at over 160 km/hour, raising dust
at both the apex and the exit of the corner with an unguarded drop-off of many hundred feet on the left
hand side – very brave). Also in the more modern brigade was the Rae Rodent Clubman driven by
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Gavin Black, a most spectacular and unusual looking machine.
Then off to the first event – 8 laps of ‘Warwick Farm Remembered’ – a two – by – two start and an
impenetrable scoring system. A four way dice developed at the front with Brian Richards (TR 3A) and
Leslie Kent (Elan) sawing away at each other, and Bill Revill (TR 3A) and Gavin Black (Rodent) in
close contact. Brian Richards decide on the last lap that the corner entering the straight was not to his
liking so he tried an alternative line – backwards. Despite a good individual effort, the corner won so he
had to turn around for another go. By the way, do you know TR engines run backwards? Brian swears
that the engine restarted afterwards in reverse and he had to turn it off, restart the engine forwards and
then drive away…another technical challenge for the Masters study! Perhaps it may have helped, as
Brian won the event.
Brian Richards - Triumph TR 3A
Peter Cooper - FJ Holden
Gavin Black – Rae Rodent Clubman

The second event, ‘Catalina Capers’ saw some wonderful midfield dices, with a bunch consisting of
John Lamond, Gordon Nicholls, Carl Stephenson, Bob Springall, John Lackey and Geoff Rose squeezing around together. The Lackey MG TC sounded wonderfully crisp, contracting the booming rumble
of the big four cylinder engines of Leigh Bowman in the MGB and John Lamond in the TR 2. Also in
this mix was Judith Dorrell, driving neatly and cleanly, showing the precision that Sprites were so renowned for in the ‘60’s. As usual at GEAR, the results have far less to do with the outcomes than the
process would suggest.
Brian Richards could have won it but he won event 1, so Lesley Kent got the jellybeans.
(Nominated 1:22.5, did 1:22.84)
John Lamond – TR 2
John Lackey – MG TC
And on to the final event, 'Amaroo Park Alive', always my favourite with its rolling start. The front of
the field was similar to before with Brian and Leslie dicing it out, both running better for having chatted
together, compared each others lines and gained some mutual learning. A good example of the GEAR
way of competition! Also of interest was the consistency of John Lamond in the TR 2 – all timed laps in
all events were within half a second for the whole day!! Judith Dorrell was well rewarded with a win for
the final event, the small Sprite looking and sounding excellent.
Judith Dorrell - Sprite
Geoff Rose – ‘Some car this Simca’
Bill Revill – TR 3A

And so off to the usual friendly prizegiving – a most pleasant way to end a day’s motorsport. Congratulations and thanks to all the present day organisers, all of the volunteers and other competitors, but especially to the ‘founding fathers’ who had the energy, willingness, foresight, courage and goodwill to assemble an alternative style of motorsport – now proven to be successful after a wonderful 50th meeting.
May the GEAR organisation thrive, grow, provide enjoyment for more and more participants and at the
same time retain the fun and friendship!!

SIDESCREEN WORKSHOP
IS SPRING REALLY HERE?

Author: Bill Revill.
We didn’t make it to the TSOA Bathurst hillclimb anyway – but it was quite a leadup!!
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I knew the rear spring shackle bushes were very worn (been there for 52 years) and that
they were a bugger to change. (The long bolts that hold them to the chassis are notorious
for rusting solid). My mate Dougmore Brodie made an excellent suggestion to change
them which sounded relatively simple – undo the 20 – odd bolts that hold the body on, lift
the body about 6 inches so you can get to them, change 'em and drop the body. And he
was right, given that all goes well it isn’t too bad. So we tried it on the Friday, starting bright
and early.
BUT what happened was that some of the body bolts were rusted solid ( drill ‘em out), it
was hard to get the jacks up high enough to get the body off the ground, when we did the
fuel hose separated pouring fuel everywhere (a blessing in disguise – the hose was split
and would have burst at ‘who knows when’ time and sprayed fuel everywhere), the inner
bushes were frozen on the bolts ( it took over 4 hours of slamming away with a cold chisel
and power hacksaw to get these off), the outer bushes were frozen in the spring eyes (I
bought a 10 – tonne press at Supercheap on Saturday morning and it barely had the
oomph to press them out), had to get Bob Cousins help and vice to press the new ones
back in (Thanks Bob!!). Then the U-Bolt would not refit (DID anyone know TR’s have tempered spring steel for U-Bolts? They have a free length between sides of 82 mm, I could
squeeze them down to 60mm in a vice and they would still spring back!! Amazing!!) But it
still took several hours of looking, swearing, bashing, thumping and finally a ‘brute strength
and ignorance’ (a quote from my Father) method worked.
Despite all the hassles, Doug’s solution turned out to be really good – aside from these
odds and sods, the alternative is to drill the pins out (a specialist job only done by one guy
in NSW, who of course lives 500km away and warns in his advertisements ‘it’s not
cheap..’), to cut the ends off and bash them (But you have to pull the body off first) or use
heat (burns off the paint on the frame and can’t help but scorch the body too – a bad solution). NEXT time we could do it in a couple of hours (pray to God there is no next time!!!).
It added up to two large days work for two people, both Doug and I, and I still couldn’t finish it – by 7 PM Saturday I was exhausted, I’d hurt my knee (silly – I knelt on a small
stone in the garage and it HURT!!!! I’m still limping and in strong pain 24 hours later.).
I have to work in Bathurst on Monday so we drove up in the Statesman on Sunday to
spectate. Got to Bathurst about 1pm, it’s overcast, windy, 4 degrees, sleeting, hailing and
snowing and the event has been cancelled after 2 runs. Given the conditions and the cancelled meeting, did we really, really want to drive through the snow and sleet in an open
sports car for the next few days? Nope!! So everything worked out well. The car is now
fixed, we didn’t freeze to death to get to Bathurst and we didn’t miss much anyway.
*******************************************************************************************************
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CLOTHING REGALIA & PUBLICATIONS
CLOTHING

CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
$29.
Ladies Long Sleeve. 10,14,16,18
Mens short sleeve. S,L,XXL,XXXL
Mens long sleeve. S,M,XL,XXL,XXXL
SPRAY JACKETS WITH HOOD
Navy S, M, XXXL.
White XXL only

$30.

TRADITIONAL TR T-SHIRT
Blue. .S, M, L, XL, XXL
White. M, L, XL, XXL
Light Grey. S, L, XL, XXL
Dk. Grey. S, M

$15.

SLOPPY JOES
Navy S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL
SCARVES
Red, Navy, or Gold

REGALIA

CONCOURS CLOTH BADGES
PICNIC BLANKETS
TR CLOTH BADGES
METAL GRILLE BADGES
TR LAPEL BADGES assor ted
STUBBY HOLDERS
TR REGISTER COASTERS
TR FIRST AID PACKS

$29.50
$15.

$2.
$20.
$6.50
$25.
$5.
$6.
$5
$20.

PUBLICATIONS

TRIUMPH SIDESCREEN TRs
$55
In Australia by Gr aeme White.
TR SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE $85
(reprint of factory document)
HOW TO IMPROVE TR2/3/3a
$43
WORKSHOP MANUAL Autopr ess $15.

POLO SHIRTS COOL/DRY FABRIC $34
Grey & Sage S,M, L, XL, XXL
POLO SHIRTS TARTAN INSERT
$29.
Dk. Green S,M,XL,
POLO SPORTS SHIRT RED TRIM
$25.
Navy S,M,XL,XXL
RUGBY SHIRT DENIM COLLAR
$40.
Navy L & XL only & Green XL only
½ ZIP POLAR FLEECY JACKETS
$35.
M,XL,XXL
VESTS, POLAR FLEECE
S,M,L,XL,XXL

$30.

BEANIES

$10.

SUN HATS
Green or Navy

$13.

BUCKET HATS

$10.

BASEBALL CAPS Assorted colours

$15.

KEY RINGS
Leather with Car or Grille emblem
Metal with car
WINDSCREEN STICKERS
TR REGISTER BOTTLE OPENERS
CAP RESTRAINERS
TR REGISTER COOLER PACKS

$10.
$6.
$5.
$10.
$8.
$20.

TR3A die cast MODEL CARS 1.24 scale. $13
Various colours.
TR3A die cast MODEL CARS 1.24 scale
Presentation set of 8 different cars.
$100.
Please make cheques payable to:
TR Register Australia Inc.
Send Orders to :

Postage on clothing & books
$10.00
Postage on Regalia
$4.00
Postage on caps, beanies & scarves only $4
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John Muddle
87 Manly View Road,
Killcare. NSW 2257
Phone (02) 43601056
Or (02) 96341853
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